Nuclear reactor pressure vessels are clad with a layer of stainless steel approximately 6 millimeters thick. The characteristics of the steel of the pressure vessels are known to change with cumulative radiation exposure from the operating reactor. In situ nondestructive determination of the extent of the changes of the steel characteristics must be made through the stainless-steel cladding. Preliminary tests described here indicate that AC magnetic bridges can differentiate among steels of differing characteristics through stainless cladding.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear reactor pressure vessels are clad with a layer of stainless steel approximately 6 millimeters thick. The characteristics of the steel of the pressure vessels are known to change with cumulative radiation exposure from the operating reactor. In situ nondestructive determination of the extent of the changes of the steel characteristics must be made through the stainless-steel cladding. Preliminary tests described here indicate that AC magnetic bridges can differentiate among steels of differing characteristics through stainless cladding. THE 
EXPERIMENT
Three steel samples were examined through 5.3 millimeters of 304 stainless steel. The steel samples were placed directly on one side of the stainless steel and an AC magnetic bridge was placed directly on the other, i.e., there was no lift off between the bridge and the stainless steel. It is doubtful iflift-offvalues of approximately 0.2 millimeters would have affected the results appreciably.
The CSlO18 cold-rolled samples were roughly 5 cm by 5 cm by 2.47-cm thick. One piece was untreated and had a measured hardness of~ 99.5. A second piece was annealed by ramping temperatures from 871°C to 707°C at 28°C degrees per hour. It tested at Its 70. The third sample was water-quenched from 871 °C and tested Rc 18 .
Hardness was chosen as a characteristic because of the difficulties of obtaining and dealing with radiation-embrittled specimens.
An AC magnetic bridge of the usual design was used with 40 input amp-turns and a copper insert of2.46 millimeters. The bridge was nulled for each reading and the values of the resistance and capacitance were recorded. The usual formulae relating resistance and capacitance changes to changes in real and imaginary reluctance were used. Bridges are comparison devices, and the standard chosen for comparison was the untreated sample, i.e., at a particular frequency the reluctances are expressed as differences between heat-treated samples and untreated sample. The samples were examined at the following frequencies: 0.15, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4, 4.5,5, and 6 kHz. From published values, these frequencies cover a skin-depth range from about 1.5 to 0.2 millimeters .. However, it is presently not known how the skin-depth using an AC magnetic bridge is affected by the pole-configuration of the bridge. This frequency range did seem to cover adequately the significant departures of the reluctances of the treated samples from the reluctances of the untreated sample.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The real and imaginary reluctances are shown in Fig. 1 for the range of frequencies used. Real reluctances are primarily a function of the permeability of materials, and imaginary reluctances are primarily functions of the conductivities [2] . There is apparently not a one-to-one correspondence of permeability with conductivity for the Its 70 sample as a function of skin depth since the real reluctance peaks at about 0.75 kHz while the imaginary reluctance peaks at about 2. The purpose of manufacturing two samples of differing characteristics was to determine if measurable differences could be detected between these samples through the stainless steel. The frequency range was investigated to see if the measurable differences could be maximized through frequency choice. The best representation for making such a choice is the complex-reluctance plane representation [3] . That representation appears in Fig. 2 where the imaginary reluctance is plotted against the real reluctance for the various frequencies. Frequencies (in kHz)for various points are listed on the figure. Choice of operating frequency for this and other experiments depends on two factors. One of these can easily be seen on Fig. 2, i. e., the ratio of the distances from the origin to the locus of the two reluctances in the complex-reluctance plane at the same frequency should be maximized.
The second factor can only be developed through the use of a series of known samples. A series of curves representing samples departing only slightly in their physical characteristics should be plotted. The best operating point would then be where the gradient between the curves for the individual samples is largest. In the usual scheme of things, a compromise will have to be struck between these two criteria, i.e., between the maximum ratio and the maximum gradients of the individual samples. Speculation as to how the results on heat-treated samples will relate to results on radiation-damaged samples can, at this point, only rely on the experience of users of the AC magnetic bridge. Unpublished work seems to indicate that reluctance measurements made through use of the bridge reach more deeply into steels than the published skindepth values indicate. Additionally, radiation exposure causes interstitial damage which should greatly affect the conductivity. It is probable that the ratio of the complex reluctance to real reluctance will be greater for radiation damage than for the hardness variations observed here.
ULTRASONIC SIGNAL ATTENUATION IN ENGINE TITANIUM ALLOYS

INTRODUCTION
The titanium alloys used in rotating jet engine components present interesting UT inspection challenges. They have complicated, duplex, anisotropic structures which vary on several dimensional scales [1, 2] . Individual metal crystallites with typical dimensions on the order of several microns comprise the fine scale structure (microstructure). Colonies of aligned crystallites, which develop from prior beta grains during cooling, can have dimensions of several rnillirneters and comprise the large scale structure (macrostructure). Cylindrical billets destined for use in rotating engine components are typically inspected using 5 MHz broadband transducers, with higher frequency inspections planned. Because macrostructure dimensions often exceed the sonic wavelength, sound beams can be distorted during propagation, leading to modifications of ultrasonic signals. These modifications are of two basic types: (1) identical reflectors at the same depth but located at different sites on a specimen produce different sonic echoes due to the influence of the local macrostructure (signal fluctuation); and (2) the average signal strength is different from the value it would have in a similar fine-grained material (signal attenuation).
In previous work [1, 2] we reported on the results of ultrasonic longitudinal wave beammapping and attenuation measurements in Ti-6AI-4V and TI-17 alloys. Two classes of effects were found to contribute to signal attenuation and signal fluctuation in titanium alloys: energy loss and beam distortion. The former refers to effects such as scattering and absorption which act to remove energy from the forwardly propagating sound beam, primarily resulting in reduced signal strength. The latter refers to any modification in the shape of the incident pressure field in the metal from that expected for fine-grained material with a similar sound velocity. The beam distortion effects can be loosely divided into three categories: amplitude distortions, wavefront (phase) distortions, and beam steering. All three act together to redistribute the remaining beam energy, leading to signal fluctuations and also influencing the average signal strength. We demonstrated that the contribution of beam distortion to average signal attenuation could exceed that of energy loss [2] . This was commonly the case at higher frequencies in Ti-17 billet specimens when the incident beam propagated parallel to the elongation direction of the columnar macrograins, i.e., parallel to the billet axis. For Ti 6-4 billet specimens, energy loss effects usually dominated, although the contribution from beam distortion was significant at higher frequencies for axial propagation.
In the present work we continue our investigations into signal attenuation and fluctuations in titanium alloys. In particular, we address five questions which arose during the earlier studies. The questions themselves serve as the section titles. By necessity, our discussions here are rather brief. A fuller accounting of the measurements and analyses can be found in Reference [3] .
IS THE ATTENUATION OF BACK WALL ECHOES A RELIABLE INDICATOR OF THE ATTENUATION OF ECHOES FROM SMALL SUBSURFACE DEFECTS?
The effective attenuation of a rectangular engine alloy coupon can be measured in a variety of ways, and beam distortion phenomena may affect each measurement method differently. Three measurement methods are depicted in Figure 1 , denoted BS (back surface), TIE (through-transmitted energy), and FBH (flat bottomed hole), respectively. In each case the attenuation of a titanium specimen is deduced by comparing.sonic signals observed in titanium to similar signals observed in a reference block with negligible attenuation. The signal attributes compared in each method are indicated on the figure. The comparisons are made at selected frequencies in the transducer's bandwidth to deduce an attenuation-vs-frequency (a-vs-f) curve. By judicious choices of the water paths for the titanium and reference blocks, the overall effects of diffraction and focusing are made to cancel, and corrections are made for interface losses and water attenuation [1] [2] [3] . Any additional difference between the titanium and reference block signals is then ascribed to titanium attenuation, and the attenuation coefficient ex is deduced by setting the "corrected" ratio (Ii signal attribute)/ (Ref. signal attribute) equal to exp(-az), where z denotes the total sound travel path through titanium. By scanning the transmitting probe (or inserting additional FBHs), the ex measurement can be repeated at several sites. The collection of ex measurements at a given frequency is then characterized by a mean <ex> and a standard deviation cr. The former describes the mean signal loss, and the latter describes the size of the signal fluctuations about the mean. Note that the TIE method attempts to directly measure the "energy loss" attenuation, while the ex value measured by the BS and FBH methods contains contributions from both energy loss and beam distortion. BS and TIE measurements on selected billet specimens were compared in earlier work [1, 2] .
Because of its simplicity, the BS method would be the preferred attenuation measurement method in practice. However, most defects in titanium billets are small, isolated voids or inclusions, and the FBH geometry of Figure 1 would appear to offer a more trustworthy approach for determining an attenuation value that is appropriate for echoes from small defects. Because beam distortion effects can affect different types of ultrasonic signals differently there is no guarantee that the BS and FBH methods would yield similar results, even if the same transducer were used for both.
To investigate the relationship between BS and FBH attenuation, 3x3 arrays of #1 FBHs (1 / 64" diameter) were drilled into three orthogonal faces of a 3"x3"x3" Ii-17 billet specimen whose attenuation had been previously measured using the BS and TIE methods. An identical array of FBHs was drilled into a powdered nickel reference block. The arrays were then scanned with two lO-MHz broadband transducers: O.5"-dia. planar; and 2.0"-dia., F=I6", focused at the depth of the holes. Selected C-scan images of gated-peak-to-peak voltage (CPV) are displayed in Figure 2 . Three quantities have been tabulated for each image. <V> is the average of the 9 maximum CPV values (one per hole), corrected for interface losses and water attenuation, and normalized to 100 for nickel. Thus a value of <V>=IOO for Ii-I7 would indicate no reduction in CPV due to attenuation. cr is the standard deviation of the 9 maximum CPV values, expressed as a percentage of the mean.
D is the average diameter of the FBH images at the -6 dB level (50% of maximum CPV value). By comparing cr values we see that signal fluctuations are much larger for the planar probe inspection than for the focused probe one. The same is true for fluctuations of back-surface echoes [2, 3] . There is also obvious evidence of beam steering in the axial inspection using the planar probe: although the 9 FBHs are arranged in a regular array with 0.5" spacings, their images clearly are not. Note that when the planar probe is used the FBH echoes tend to be stronger for axial rather than radial propagation; however, the opposite is true with the focused probe. For the focused inspection the average image diameter (at the focal plane) is larger for Ii-I7 than for nickel, indicating that the titanium microstructure acts to defocus the beam, particularly for axial propagation. For axial propagation using the planar probe, however, the average image diameter is smaller for Ii-I7, suggesting that the columnar microstructure acts to "guide" the sound beam somewhat, thus reducing lateral diffraction.
Average attenuation-vs-frequency curves for each propagation direction in Ii-I 7 are displayed in Fig.2b . These have been deduced by comparing the spectra of the peak FBH echoes in Ii-17 and nickel. The rate of rise with frequency, intermediate between linear and quadratic, is typical of that seen using the BS and TIE methods on engine alloy specimens[I-3). The average a values at 10 MHz deduced using our three measurement methods and the same two planar and focused probes are compared in Fig. 2c . For radial and hoop propagation the different methods yield roughly similar results, but large differences are seen for axial propagation. We conclude that BS attenuation is not always a reliable indictor of the effective attenuation of echoes from small flaws.
WHAT CAUSES BACK WALL ECHO FLUCTUATIONS?
When a transducer is scanned across a rectangular engine titanium specimen, the back wall echo is often seen to fluctuate over a wide range, especially for planar probe inspections [1] [2] [3] . However, TIE measurements yield similar "energy attenuation" values at sites producing weak and strong back wall echoes. Thus, at both types of sites the total energy carried by the pulse transmitted through the specimen was about the same. What then is responsible for the BS echo fluctuations? One clue can be found in an analysis of the phase information carried by the throughtransmitted pulse. To better understand the analysis, a brief discussion of Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relation (4) is in order. That general relationship allows one to relate the electrical voltage signal appearing on an oscilloscope (say, during an ultrasonic pulse/ echo inspection) to Ifp2(f,x,y) dxdy I.
Here P(f,x,y) denotes the spectral component of the incident pressure field at location (x,y) on the back wall, and C is a constant of proportionality which depends on such things as the input electrical power, the transducer efficiency and the reflection and transmission coefficients of the specimen. The integration is over the back wall area. For a given pressure amplitude distribution at the back wall, , the largest signal will be produced when the phases are the same at all points, i.e., when the incident wavefronts are planar and parallel to the back wall. Of course, the wavefronts will not generally be planar, even for the beam from a planar transducer propagating in an ideal medium such as fused quartz, since diffraction will act to curve the wavefronts. The fractional reduction in back wall echo strength (at frequency f) due to phase variation over the back wall is obtained by dividing I S(f) 1 by its maximum (constant phase) value:
F then is a frequency-dependent fraction which measures the reduction in the strength of a back wall echo that is attributable to wavefront curvature, tilting, or other phase distortion effects. We have used through-transmission beam mapping data for a TI-17 billet specimen to estimate the value of F at sites where strong and weak back wall echoes were seen. Using a lO MHz, 0.25"-diameter, planar transmitting probe, data were gathered for all three propagation directions in li-17 and through a fused-quartz reference block of similar thickness. In evaluating F two approximations were made: (1) ideally, F should have been evaluated at the back wall, but our evaluation was made on a parallel plane in water a few millimeters beyond the back wall; and (2) we have assumed that the small diameter « 0.5 mm) receiver functioned as a true "point" receiver, i.e., that the received signal was directly proportional to the incident pressure at the receiver's center point.
Typical results for the fused-quartz and li-17 specimens are shown in Figure 3 . For fused quartz, the measured value of F is seen to be close to its "ideal" value, i.e., to the Lommel diffraction correction [5] for the beam (in water and FQ) from an ideal piston transducet This lends credence to the measurement procedure. At "strong echo" sites the value of F tends to be much larger that at "weak echo" sites, in about the same proportion as the strengths of the back wall echoes. This indicates that wavefront distortions, presumably caused by the titanium macrostructure, are primarily responsible for the large differences in BS echo strengths. At "weak echo" sites, we find that sufficient sound energy is available to produce a large echo, but larger than average phase cancellations are occurring. It is interesting to note that for "strong echo" sites, the F value in titanium tends to be larger than that in fused quartz, indicating that in those cases the microstructure has acted to "flatten" the wavefronts in the high-pressure portion of the beam, and hence to actually enhance the echo. In general, two types of wavefront distortion could be responsible for producing weak BS echoes. These can be loosely defined as "wrinkling" and "tilting". In the latter, the wavefront may be reasonably fiat, but it is tilted relative to the back wall. This can occur if the beam in titanium is being steered by the microstructure toward oblique incidence at the back wall.
WHAT ROLE DOES BEAM STEERING PLAY IN REDUCING BACK WALL ECHOES ?
Suppose that in a normal-incident inspection of a flat specimen, the metal microstructure acts to "steer" the sound beam, and that the beam reflected from the back wall arrives at the transducer with its center of intensity displaced laterally from the center of the transducer. Then one might . expect that minor probe angle changes could be made to bring the centers of the beam and transducer face into alignment, increasing the strength of the back wall echo. From the wavefront point of view, the probe angle changes remove the tilt between the average wavefront tangent plane and the back wall, thus minimizing phase cancellation at the back wall. Thus, if beam steering is acting to appreciably reduce B5 echoes, we would expect to be able to significantly increase those echoes by small counterbalancing changes in the probe angles. This is the reasoning behind our "beam tilt" experiment.
The experiment itself is straightforward. One first measures the B5 echoes at a grid of sites on a specimen, always keeping the incident beam normal to the entry surface. One then repeats the measurements, making minor manual adjustments (+ / -0.8°) in the two probe tilt angles at each site to maximize the peak-to-peak voltage of the B5 echo. The attenuation value at each site is then deduced in the usual way by comparison to fused quartz (at normal incidence). This experiment was performed on a TI-17 billet specimen using three lO-MHz probes (two planar and one focused on the back wall). Axial propagation was chosen since the contribution of beam distortion to B5 attenuation was largest for that direction. For each trial, measurements were made at 49 sites within a 1.2" x 1.2" region, and results are shown in Figure 4 . For the O.25"-diameter planar probe, minor adjustments to the tilt angles (averaging 0.3° in magnitude and having random signs) were found to significantly increase the average strength of the back wall echo and decrease the fluctuations about that average. More modest changes were seen for the other two probes. Note that even after optimizing the incident angles, the mean B5 attenuation still exceeded the "energy loss" attenuation, estimated by the TIE method to be about 0.035 Nepers/cm (0.77 dB/inch) at 10 MHz.
Because the center of rotation is not at the transducer face itself, tilting the probe also causes a small lateral shift in the beam. Thus some of the measured signal increase may simply be due to the fact that one can usually increase the B5 echo amplitude somewhat by scanning laterally (without changing the approach angles) and retaining the largest echo seen. The beam tilt experiment cannot distinguish unambiguously between the different types of beam distortion effects described earlier (steering, amplitude distortion, phase distortion). However the experiment is expected to detect an attenuation change if beam steering is present and is a major contributor to the deduced attenuation. Thus the results of the experiment are consistent with the notion that beam steering may be responsible for a significant portion of the measured back wall attenuation in titanium billet specimens, particularly for axial propagation when a small planar transducer is used.
DOE5 TIlE DEPTH DEPENDENCE OF BACK WALL ECHO 5TRENGTII FOLLOW AN exp( -aZ) RULE?
When deducing a-vs-f curves using any of the methods pictured in Figure 1 , we follow the traditional approach of assuming that the dependence of signal strength on travel distance (z) is governed by the factor exp(-az). Is this true? If we measure an attenuative loss of 5 dB for travel through one inch of titanium, can we safely assume a loss of 10 dB for travel through two inches of .,
., similar material? This is certainly a reasonable assumption for that portion of the mean signal reduction which results from energy loss. But for engine titanium, we know that the contribution of beam distortion effects to the measured attenuation can be as large or larger than the contribution from energy loss, particularly at higher frequencies [2] [3] . The effect of beam distortion on Signal attenuation may partially saturate after the beam has traveled a certain distance and becomes "sufficiently distorted". In that case, the overall attenuation may not obey the exp(-az) rule.
A straightforward method for testing the exp( -az) rule is to assume that the rule holds, and to compare deduced a-vs-f curves obtained using travel paths of different lengths. For BS echoes there are two simple methods of doing this. In the first, one begins with the geometry of Figure 1a but uses ray paths for which sound reverberates within the fused-quartz and titanium blocks. Thus for a specimen of thickness Z, one can measure a over a round-trip solid path of 2nZ (n=l, 2, 3 , ... ) by using the n-th back-surface echo (denoted here by BSn). A more direct, but destructive, method of assessing the effects of travel path differences is to: (1) make the attenuation measurement using the unmodified BS method of Fig. 1a; (2) cut the specimen into two or more slices (for which FQ blocks of comparable thickness are available); and (3) apply the BS method to each slice.
Both methods of varying the measurement path were applied to two cases of interest: axial propagation in a Ti-17 billet specimen where beam distortion effects were known to be significant; and radial propagation in a Ti 6-4 billet specimen where the measured back wall attenuation was believed to be dominated by energy loss. Each specimen was about 3" thick when studied using the "reverberation method". Echoes BS1, BS2, and BS3 were analyzed for the Ii-17 specimen, while only BS1 and BS2 were used for TI 6-4, since the BS3 echo in the latter was only slightly stronger than the competing grain and electronic noise. Both specimens were subsequently cut into two slices approximately 1" and 2" thick, respectively; and the attenuations of the slices were then deduced by analyzing the BS1 echoes. Results are shown in Figure 5 . For both specimens, the deduced mean attenuation coefficient depended on travel path, indicating that the exp(-az) rule does not hold for these materials. As expected, the dependence was most severe for the TI-17 case.
Our results indicate that the contribution of beam distortion to the mean effective attenuation does indeed saturate, with the measured <a> approaching the energy-loss value as the travel path lengthens. Thus, when measuring attenuation for the purpose of determining distance-amplitude corrections for planned inspections, it is recommended that one use sonic travel paths similar to those to be encountered in the actual billet or forging inspection.
CAN SIGNAL ATTENUATIONS AND FLUCTUATIONS ARISING FROM BEAM DISTORTION BE QUANTITATIVELY RELATED TO VELOCITY INHOMOGENIETIES ?
Because of velocity variations associated with the macrostructure, different portions of a sound beam can travel at different speeds, causing wavefronts to become tilted, curved, or otherwise distorted. Different parts of the wavefront then strike the back wall at slightly different times, resulting in phase cancellations which alter the back wall echo. We have speculated that this is the chief cause of the "beam distortion" portion of the signal attenuation. If this is the case, it should be possible to estimate the degree of phase cancellation and hence the resulting attenuation from knowledge of the velocity variations. We have attempted this using a 1.6"x 4.6"x 0.24" TI 6-4 specimen which we refer to as the "enlarged grain block" (EGB). This specimen was removed from Figure 5 . Apparent attenuation coefficients of back surface echoes for different choices of the specimen thickness (1",2", or 3") and the echo reverberation (BS1, BS2, or BS3) in that thickness. a large forging, heated above the beta transis, and slowly cooled over 1000 hours to produce large macrograins, some of which spanned the entire 0.24" thickness. The longitudinal-wave velocity for propagation through the 0.24" dimension was mapped as a function of position by scanning a focused beam over the specimen and measuring the arrival time of the back wall echo. The BS method of Figure la was then used to measure the back wall attenuation of the EGB. Three IS-MHz transducers (0.25"-diameter planar; 0.50" planar; 0.50", F=3.5" focused) were scanned over the block, in tum, and the effective attenuation was determined at each of several hundred measurement sites. Selected results are shown in Figure 6 , and others can be found in Ref. [6] .
The basic elements of the ray model for calculating the back wall response at a fixed transducer position are indicated in Figure 6a . The sound beam is partitioned into a set of parallel rays which, for simplicity; are assumed: (1) to have small but equal cross-sectional areas; and (2) to travel directly downward to the back wall, and directly upward to the transducer upon reflection. Each ray makes a contribution to the observed back wall echo based on its returning amplitude and phase. All amplitudes are assumed to be the same, but the phases depend on the average speed through the plate which can be different for each ray, and which are known from the velocity map of the EGB. By summing the complex contributions from all rays we obtain the back wall response at a frequency of interest. The response from the fused-quartz back wall is calculated in the same fashion. In that case the velocity is the same for all rays, so the rays return in phase producing a large response. By comparing the predicted responses for titanium and fused quartz, the effective attenuation of titanium can be deduced, just as is done in the actual measurement. Note that the model has no adjustable parameters, and assumes that energy attenuation is negligible and that all observed attenuation is a consequence of wavefront deformation.
The ray model predictions of back wall echo attenuation in the EGB are compared with experiment in Figure 6b -e. The similarity between measurement and prediction is striking, considering the simplicity of the model used. Both the average back wall response and the fluctuations about the average are well predicted by the model. For the two planar transducers, the model even reproduces the minor periodic oscillations that are superimposed on the linear rise of attenuation with frequency. These oscillations are thought to arise from interference effects related to the double-humped nature of the measured velocity distribution in the EGB. [6] . In Figure 6b -c, one sees that the greater the beam diameter; the larger the measured average attenuation. This is easily understood within the context of the model. For a smaller diameter beam, there is a greater likelihood that at any given probe position the beam is entirely within one macrograin. In that case, the sound speed is the same along all ray paths, and the wavefronts propagate undistorted. If the beam cross-section spans two or more macrograins, however, as is more likely for larger beams, different portions of the beam travel at different speeds, leading to a distortion of the wavefront.
SUMMARY
Sound velocity inhomogenieties associated with the large-scale microstructures of engine titanium alloys can significantly impact UT inspections. These velocity variations cause distortions of the amplitude and phase profiles of the sound beam, leading to many interesting phenomena. For example: (1) echoes from nominally identical reflectors at nearby sites can differ greatly; (2) in some cases small changes in the entry angles can partially offset beam steering effects, markedly increasing the strength of back wall echoes; (3) the effective attenuation coefficient, <x, can depend strongly on the type of reflector used in the measurement, as well as on the focal properties of the transducer; and (4) the dependence of signal strength on propagation distance need not obey the usual exp(-az) rule. Such behaviors are most obvious when: (1) the sonic beam propagates parallel to the elongation direction of the columnar macrograins (i.e., parallel to the cylinder axis in billets); (2) higher inspection frequencies are used (i.e., > 5 MHz); (3) planar transducers are used; and (4) TI-17 material is inspected (rather than Ti 6-4), since for that alloy the contribution of beam distortion to apparent signal attenuation is more likely to exceed the contribution from energy loss.
It is reasonable to suppose that the contribution of beam distortion to ultrasonic attenuation and signal fluctuation levels can be estimated given sufficient information about the velocity inhomogenieties. We demonstrated that this is indeed the case for one TI 6-4 specimen with large macrograins However, the simple model used in that demonstration required detailed velocity-vsposition data that is unlikely to be available for practical inspections. For inspection planning purposes, it would be helpful to have a model which estimates attenuation and fluctuation levels for various inspection scenarios from a small number of macrostructural parameters which could be readily measured. Work toward that goal is currently in progress.
